This paper provides new insights into the problem of selecting filter center frequencies for the auditory filterbanks. We propose to use a constant frequency distance and a consistent frequency coverage as the two metrics that motivate the logarithmic frequency scaling and a regularized selection of center frequencies. The frequency scaling and the consistent frequency coverage have been derived based on a common harmonic speaker signal model. Furthermore, we have found that the existing linear equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) function as well as any possible linear ERB approximation can also lead to a consistent frequency coverage. The results are verified and demonstrated using the gammatone filterbank.
INTRODUCTION
Auditory filterbanks have been widely accepted and applied in numerous speech signal processing algorithms especially in the computational auditory scene analysis (CASA) area [1] , for various applications including the speech enhancement, recognition and transcription.
A typical auditory filterbank consists of two parts, i.e. the filter type and the centre frequencies of filters. Common filter types include the gammatone, gammachirp, and their variants [2] , which simulate the auditory response of human hearers. Choice of center frequencies of the auditory filters has evolved from the earlier critical bandwidth and the critical-band-rate scale [3] , to the polynomial approximation of equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) [4] , and the currently well-accepted linear ERB [5] , as well as their corresponding ERB-rate scales (ERBS).
Although the linear ERB approximation in [5] has been found useful in practical implementations, it has been based on experimental findings through psychoacoustic measurement and curve-fitting. Logarithmic frequency scales have also been applied [6, 7, 8] . However, the selection of the number of subbands for a given frequency range still remains empirical for both of the ERB rate scale and the logarithmic scale.
In this paper, we further investigate the frequency scaling and provide new insights including a new proposed frequency coverage metric, and also derivations of a new frequency scaling function that lead to consistent frequency coverage for auditory filterbanks. Moreover, based on the proposed definition of frequency coverage, we also derive an expression for the frequency coverage metric from the existing linear ERB.
EQUIVALENT RECTANGULAR BANDWIDTH SCALE
The ERB of a particular filter is defined as the bandwidth of a rectangular filter to pass the same energy of the filter [4, 5] .
The relationship between the ERB of the human auditory filter and the center frequency has been studied extensively using analytical expressions to approximate measurement data from psychoacoustic experiment. An early approximation has the polynomial form [4] 
where f is the frequency in unit of Hz, and a, b, c ∈ R are parameters. However, one of the most widely accepted analytical approximation over the past decades has been the linear form [5] ERB(f ) =24.7 · (0.00437 · f + 1)
Each ERB corresponds to a constant distance along the basilar membrane [9, 5] in cochlea. The ERB-rate scale (ERBS) has been developed to scale frequency in terms of units of the ERB, by solving the integral [4, 5] :
with the boundary condition Using (2) in (3) and (4) yields [5] ERBS(f ) = 21.4 · lg(0.00437 · f + 1).
The ERB and ERBS given in (2) and (5) have been applied in numerous auditory studies, for selecting the center frequencies of the auditory filterbank [10] , yet the ERB approximation is still found as a result of curve-fitting from experiments, and the number of subbands for a given frequency range is still an empirical parameter.
SUGGESTED FREQUENCY SCALING AND COVERAGE

Speaker Signal Model
Based on the source excitation -vocal tract models for the process of speech production [11] , as well as the amplitudemodulation (AM) and frequency modulation (FM) structure [12] , a harmonic model is used for the speaker signal:
where t ∈ R is continuous time, s q (t) the speech signal from the q-th speaker, q = 1, ..., Q, integer Q ≥ 1 the number of concurrent speakers, s ( ) q (t) the -th harmonic of speaker q, integer the order of harmonics for a speaker, integer H q the maximum order of harmonics for speaker q, A ( ) q (t) ≥ 0 the envelope of each harmonic, φ ( ) q (t) ∈ R the phase (which is short-time constant for speech signals), and ω q > 0 the (angular) fundamental frequency.
With appropriate selection of filter center frequencies, the auditory filterbank ideally separates into subbands the harmonic components of not only a single speaker, but also multiple concurrent speakers, based on the time-frequency sparsity assumption of speech signals [13] .
Logarithmic Frequency Scaling
In practice, concurrent speakers usually have different fundamental frequencies. Thus we can denote fundamental frequencies of two speakers as
, and their difference is
Thus from (7) the frequency difference of their -th harmonic is · ∆f . This means that their harmonics (of same order) are more distant at higher frequencies on the linear frequency scale, which makes selection of the filterbank center frequencies difficult for a regular per-speaker estimate.
We thus propose a frequency scaling function Υ(·) that satisfies (9) so that speech components of separate speakers appear equidistantly, with respect to (w.r.t.) :
The logarithmic functions are functional solutions to (9):
where A > 0, B > 1, C ∈ R. They also have better resolutions for the lower frequencies, which aligns with the fact that most speech energy falls in low frequencies (e.g. fundamental frequencies and their lower-order harmonics). We can easily verify from (10) that Υ(
, which is constant with respect to . Denote the ratio of center frequency to the bandwidth as η
where f B is also referred to as the quality factor (Q-factor) of subband b.
Denote the frequency range that we are interested in as [f min , f max ], where f max > f min > 0. Assuming that the center frequencies of filter bands are equidistantly spaced in the proposed frequency range, we have
and f (b)
where Υ −1 (·) denotes the inverse function of Υ(·). From (10), (12) and (13), we can get for the new logarithmic frequency scaling
Proposed Frequency Coverage
The auditory filterbank requires sufficient frequency coverage to capture all harmonic components of concurrent speakers.
Here we propose to define the frequency coverage of the filterbank on the proposed frequency scale as
where ∆f
B denote the distance between consecutive filter bands and the half of the sum of their bandwidths, as shown in (16) and (17), respectively:
andΣ f
Apparently η (b) (11), (14) and (15), we have when η
which clearly shows that the frequency coverage on the logarithmic frequency scaling is consistent over the frequency range, i.e. if the Q-factor η
B is a constant w.r.t subband index b, the resulting η C is also a constant value.
Frequency Coverage of the Existing ERBS
The existing ERB function (2) does not lead to a constant η (b) B , here we investigate its corresponding frequency coverage by applying the definition in (15) .
Denote the general form of ERB in (2) aŝ
where D ≥ 0, E > 0. When D = 24.7, and E = 0.108 we have (2). The resulting ERBS following the process of (3) and (4) becomes:
where
and
Assuming the filter bandwidth is a constant scale of the ERB, which is true for some auditory filters, e.g. the gammatone filter [2] , i.e.
where K > 0 is a constant. Note here that the Q-factor is not constant as D = 0. Therefore, selecting equidistantly on the scaleΥ(f ), similar to (14) , we have
Thus from (15) and (19) we have
which is also constant over filter subbands. Thus as long as the ERB has the linear form as (19) and assuming that (23) holds, the resulting frequency coverage is constant over frequency at given f min , f max and N b . Thus the number of subbands for a given frequency range N b can be derived from the required frequency coverage using (25), and the subband center frequencies can then be calculated from (14) or (24).
NUMERICAL STUDIES
New ERB and ERBS Functions
From (10) we have a new frequency scaling function that can lead to consistent frequency coverage for the auditory filterbank, as well as a constant Q-factor. Now we calculate the parameters.
Denote the maximum inaudible frequency as f m , usually f m ≈ 20Hz, we use the boundary condition
instead of (4). Thus from (10) we have
From (3) and (10) we have a new approximation of the ERB:
Choosing natural logarithm, i.e. B = e, where e = 2.718..., we can get A from linear fitting of experimental readings from the literature [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] as shown in Fig. 1 . We can see that
where A = 7.7 fits the data well. Then we have
where C = −23.1.
Equations (29) and (30) are the proposed new ERB and ERBS functions. Note here that the ERB of human auditory system may vary with age and sound level and from one listener to another [4] . Thus the precise values of A and C may vary. However, the derivation from (10) to (18) shows that, as long as the ERB function has the proposed form of (28) or (29), the resulting frequency scaling always satisfies the frequency coverage as (18) shows.
The existing and proposed ERBS functions are plotted in Fig. 2 . We can see that the proposed scaling follows the proposed logarithmic scaling, and is steeper at frequencies lower than about 1000Hz. In this section we use f min = 200Hz and f max = 3600Hz. The center frequencies that correspond to equidistant points on respective ERBS for N b = 16 are plotted in . We can see that the proposed ERBS has more points at low frequencies. This can provide better frequency resolution on the lower frequencies as most of speaker fundamental frequencies are below 500Hz, and usually most speech energies are in the fundamental frequency or its lower order harmonics [11] . 
Frequency Coverage of the Gammatone Filterbank
The frequency coverage η
C is the property that we propose for the selection of center frequencies of an auditory filterbank. Here we use the gammatone filter to demonstrate the feature.
We can see from [2] that bandwidth of the gammatone filter is only dependent on the filter order n (n ≥ 1) and the ERB, i.e. f
This satisfies the assumptions in (18) and (23). Thus using the new ERB function (29) instead of (2) in (31), we have the Q-factor for the gammatone filter
which is constant over frequency, e.g. when n = 4, we have k(4) = 0.8865, and η We can see from the top panel that for frequencies above about 500Hz, both ERBs align well with each other. However, the existing ERB has decreasing Q-factors as frequencies decrease below about 500Hz, while the proposed ERB is consistent across the entire frequency range. We can also see from the bottom panel that for both ERB scaling functions, the frequency coverage is constant for a given number of subbands N b , and increases almost linearly with the number of subbands. The frequency coverage reaches about 1 at N b = 24 for both scaling. However, it can also be noted that for the same frequency range, the ERBS requires less number of subbands than the new logarithmic scale, for a desired frequency coverage.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper investigates the frequency scaling of the auditory filterbanks, and proposes a novel frequency coverage metric for the selection of center frequencies of auditory filterbanks. We also propose a new ERB that aligns with the logarithmic frequency scaling, and derive that equidistant frequencies on the logarithmic frequency scale provide a consistent frequency coverage for the filterbanks. Moreover, we show that the existing and any possible linear ERB can also provide consistent frequency coverage. The suggested frequency coverage is demonstrated using the gammatone filterbank.
